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The era of the vernissage is probably over—at least for quite some time. This
hiatus is reason enough for a brief reminder of its origins. Until, well, very
recently, a vernissage was the reception that marked the opening of an art
exhibition. Usually taking place the night before the advertised first day of a
show, it was the moment when one could meet the artist and perhaps even
some critics (unless they had already snuck in and out during the “press
preview”), see collectors (unless they had already snuck in and out during a
“special VIP pre-preview”), or just meet up with friends, share hugs and kisses,
have a (usually cheap) drink on the house, and, if you were to find yourself in a
more tony, old-master-ish gallery, perhaps even nosh some hors d’oeuvres.

fancy opening

not so fancy opening

The term vernissage derives from the French word “vernis,” which means
“varnish.” Historically, vernissage described the three or four days from when
the artworks left the studios to the official opening of the annual exhibitions—
the Salon, in Paris, or the Annual Exhibition at the Royal Academy, in London.
During this period, the artists were allowed into the galleries to apply a
protective layer of varnish to their works. Soon after London’s Royal Academy
introduced “varnishing days” in 1809, this practical necessity developed into an
artistic opportunity. As the Scottish brothers William and Robert Chambers
reported in a chapter called “The Royal Academy” in their widely read
periodical Chambers’s Journal of Popular Literature, Science and Arts,
members of the Academy “got into the habit of sending in unfinished pictures,
and finishing them on the walls.” A lithograph by Honoré Daumier shows that
this newly created window of opportunity only encouraged the previously latent
separation anxiety that probably all artists suffer from. Published in the
satirical magazine Le Charivari in February 1846, the print shows an art
handler (unlike many of his latter-day colleagues, not yet an artist himself)
schlepping a framed painting to the Salon while the painter, distinguished by
his hat and frock, continues to add finishing touches to his work.

“The Last Day for Entering Paintings . . . Good grief! We’ve already arrived and my painting is not yet finished . . .
how annoying that I hired my porter by the distance, I should have paid him by the hour.”

The most famous varnishing-day incident took place in 1832 in London. First
reported by one of the Academicians who witnessed it (Charles Robert Leslie,
Autobiographical Recollections, 1860), it was then retold eight years later by
said brothers Chambers and has recently been popularized beyond the world of
British art connoisseurs in Mike Leigh’s wonderful (and hilarious) 2014 biopic,
Mr. Turner. In 1832 John Constable’s painting Opening of Waterloo Bridge
was shown at the Academy. Next to it hung a sea piece showing ships leaving
the small Dutch harbor of Helvoestsluys, painted by Joseph Mallord William
Turner. In the movie, we can see Turner, played with curmudgeonly gusto by
Timothy Spall, as he huffingly and puffingly shuffles into the galleries. In the
words of the brothers Chambers, Turner’s seascape was “a picture without any
positive colour on it, while its neighbour ‘seemed painted with liquid gold and
silver.’ On ‘varnishing-day,’ Constable was busy heightening his ‘Opening’ with
lake and vermillion, while Turner stood behind looking from the one picture to
the other. Suddenly he left the room, returning with a palette. Putting a round
daub of red lead on his grey sea, he went away without saying as word.”

“He ruined a masterpiece!”

“The intensity of the red lead, made more vivid by the coolness of the picture,
weakened Constable’s lakes and vermillions wonderfully. Upon [Charles
Robert] Leslie coming in and inquiring after Turner, Constable told him the
great painter had been there and fired a gun; while [Thomas Sidney] Cooper
declared a coal had bounded across the room from [George] Jones’s ‘Fiery
Furnace’ opposite, and set Turner’s sea of fire.”

“At the last moment, Turner glazed his red daub, and shaped it into a buoy.”

“It’s a buoy!”

Just imagine my surprise and delight when, on a day in late February this year
and shortly before the opening of our Zwang exhibition (aka our “last picture
show before COVID-19”), I walked into our gallery to encounter a much less
curmudgeonly artist working away on a painting that had already been installed
with a keen eye by the show’s fabulous curator, Kylie Manning.

This is how I first met Grace Metzler, who was adding last touches to Field
Night, a new painting of hers that was finished, well, the day before the show
opened on February 27. There were quite a few things that were astonishing
and new to me—first and foremost, that nitrile gloves actually make a terrific
artist’s palette for a painter on the move!

Yet I was also intrigued on a more profound level since the painting Grace was
working on looked, at least to my untrained eye, as finished as Turner’s seacape
(before the buoy, that is). That’s where our conversation started to get
interesting.
The figures in Grace’s paintings were once described as “uncanny”—unheimlich,
very much one of the trending terms in current art criticism. But perhaps here,
for once, the use of the word is appropriate since it not only means something
eerie and foreboding but opens up to a variety of filiations so masterly explored
by Freud. On the one hand there is heimlich, as “homely,” but also as “secret,”
and, hardly surprising coming from a psychoanalyst, as something that is
concealed, even from oneself. If unheimlich is then the negation of such an
understanding, the word loses its dark and sinister aspect, instead denoting
something that is inadvertently revealed. This notion of self-revelation seems
relevant for an artist who is acutely aware that painting leaves her no place to
hide. At the same time, she cannot escape the creative drive that leads to her
artmaking. Grace describes herself as someone who always felt the urge “to put
pictures together.” And what concerns her foremost in these pictures is the way
the depicted figures relate to each other.
This brings us back to the importance those seemingly insignificant finishing
touches from varnishing day have for the artist. Each of these marks informs
something; the tiniest nuance can create significant changes in meaning. This is
true even if the brush is dipped into the wrong color or if a shadow suddenly
appears in the wrong place; or a face, first shown in profile, gets turned around
into a frontal view to then relate quite differently to the other(s).
Underlying all of this, of course, is the thrill of mark making. And this young
painter is clearly experiencing it in the same way as Turner undoubtedly did a
few years earlier.
*
As for our “last picture show”: It is still safely installed in our New York gallery.
And perhaps, once the “shelter in place” situation is beginning to ease up, there
might even be a chance to see it again. It’s too soon to make promises here, but
rest assured that we are prepared to make whoever might come keep their
distance to stay safe.

Grace Metzler

Grace Metzler @ Yossi Milo
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